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About This Game

Travel trugh space with a big laser gun, and lot of wacky enemies and obstacles.

Jobous the alien R is an addictive space shooter with a cute alien named Jobous. its just like an old-school arcade space shooter ,
but with an insane difficulty.

the goal of the game is to get from point A to point B without crashing in anything or anyone. luckily its many power ups to help
you stay alive.

This is the type of game you will never complete. It is so hard that not only will your hand sweat. It will also fall off in the
process

. you will cry for your mother and praying to god, just to complete one level. Are you up for the challenge?

(in other words a rage game)

STORY:

The story is sweet and simple. Jobous and his wife is living the dream in outer space. When suddenly ( dramatic music ) his wife
want some new shoes. Oh no she is going to use all their space money (jup she is kinda a money spender). Jobous

Immediately panics. What should he do? Jobous takes his ship and travel after her. Can he save his wife from spending all their
space money on shoes?
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When a Drunk♥♥♥♥♥monkey loves game creation very very much then we get the flow of ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥games this is
no exception.

Funny premise, bad controls, opens a console at launch, not much to play, repetative doing thwe exact same thing each time. I
highly recommend this small fun game. It's simple and basic but loads of fun!!!. I remember getting trial versions of this game
on older computers and playing the crap out of this game. It was fun, addicting, and could put you in a daze very quickly.

Zuma Deluxe is a puzzle game where you control a rotating from from a top down view in what looks like an ancient
Aztec/Mayan temple of sorts. There is a track on the screen that has multicolored balls moving through the track. The objective
is to shoot colored balls from the mouth of the rotating frog onto balls along the track. Once three or more colors are formed
together from a ball from the frog's mouth, the balls disappear. But watch out! There is an end to the track! So as your balls
move along this track, if you don't lessen the line of the track, then you could easily find yourself in the losers pit.

My big deal is that I have played this game countless times before. I didn't want to play through every single level ever all over
again. No big deal! I played the first and second level, and the AI recognized my skill level and asked me if I would like to go to
a level more fitting for my skill level. Nothing makes me happier when a game recognizes my ability to play at a higher
difficulty, and tailors itself to that difficulty.

Make no mistake. This game isn't a serious buy. If you want something to pass the time, or get bored by the expensive AAA
titles, pick up this game and give it a whirl. If you hate time passing puzzle games, then you might not like this game. I will
never uninstall this title though. Never. Not even to make room for Deus Ex: Human Revoution.. I personally had troubles with
the game, but the developers got back to me ASAP ad made it all good. That was the only hiccup. Amazing customer service by
them, great concept of a game, It is worth a try for sure.. Meh story, meh graphics, meh gameplay, meh music, meh puzzles.

If you really love Monkey Island and played those to death, or point and click adventure games with really loose logic, then
consider this.

*Note: I'm reviewing from modern perspective, I did not play this game at original launch and have no nostalgia for it.. A solid
shoot'em up.
The game is fair and the upgrade system, while pretty barebones, is enjoyable.
Be warned, it's very short.

Recommended for a low price.. A blast from the past !
I searched for this just out of curiosity cause I remembered it from my childhood and I was actually surprised to find it ! I
downloaded it right away.
Classic point & click, though I'm not sure if someone who didn't play this in the past could fully enjoy it.
I just wish the french version would be available, but only because this is the version we had at home. It's otherwise not taking
anything away from this game.
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YAY! An online game without a working server! Leave a LIKE!!!!. Shooting feels good but is way to short and when the game
gets busy the game really starts to lag and dump frames, would not recommend, get payday 2 and play john wick for a better
experience. This game has been relly fun its a nice kinda short story game. This game is almost a carbon copy of a game I got in
the 90s from a cereal box, with its interface changed to worms theme. Just plain old pinball, so average that you might as well
play Windows Pinball instead.. Loved this game and it brings a certain Nestalga remembering when I was young. I still love and
will always love these games and the Devs.
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